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INITIAL OBSERVATIONS
TCA GAMING consists of two major 
components: the store and the youtube 
channel. The Youtube channel supports 
the store with a focus on opening packs 
of pokemon cards that have been pur-
chased on the store. The site in inital 
condition is well...a mess. There appears 
to be a fragentation between the dis-
counts, downloads, normal purchases 
and an ebay store that seems to be the 
focus to most of TCA GAMING’S sales. 

Rusty, the owner of TCA Gaming, is an hon-
est business man who enjoys the work as it 
relates to the hobby.  The honesty he holds 
in his craft is something to admire. He seems 
to be well regarded amongst his fans for 
his honesty and forward attitude. I want to 
perserve that sense of friendship that I see in 
his videos. 

Designer’s have an innate tendency to seek a 
sort of glamour in design. From it we can find 
a pompous air about it that may seem disin-
genious. I’ll have to make a concerted effort 
to avoid my own bombastic machinations.

There is also this thing about nostalgia. Peo-
ple who come to this site will do so mainly 
to recapture the joy of opening a pack of 
pokemon cards in the late 90s. I should look 
into pokemon card campaigns around this 

Friendly Design.
This website will not have a corporate feel to it. 
Rather it should have a seen of a homebrew nature to it. It 
needs to be welcoming, professional but still have a sense 
that Rusty made the website himself.

Simplicity.
The website is currently everywhere. There needs to be a 
focus on directing traffic or in combining pathways for easy 
site navigation.

Nostalgia.
The buying and selling of pokemon cards is built off a nos-
talgic process. It will be imperative to capture that feeling of 
familiarity.



PRECEDENCE

I studied two web design languages with
TCA GAMING’s website, the simple 
elegant design and the robust marketing 
design. Originally I wanted to keep the 
website simple for simple navigation, 
but as I learned more about the website 
and explored the contents closer, I found 
that TCA GAMING had a robust sytem 
under the hood. In an effort to perserve 
this system, I started putting more focus 
on online stores like Amazon, Target, 
and Card KIngdom.

I initially underestimated the subbar shopping 
links used by many sites. It turns out that hav-
ing these bars are appreciated by users and 
are a big navigation tool for users. 

While having multiple links to the same page 
may seem redundant, different audience 
members will navigate the site differently, 
meaning that I should prepare different mach-
inations to guide traffic
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LAYOUT DESIGN
HOME

SHOPPING

USER PAGE

TERMS & CONDITIONS

DISCOUNTS

INQUIRY FORM

PURCHASE

The arrangement of the site cannot be 
a direct translation of the previous site. 
It will be important to combine certain 
aspects together to help with site naviga-
tion. The question is, what are the differ-
ent sections of the site and why are they 
seperated the way they are? 

When working on the alpha, I came to realize 
that the seperations found on the site were 
do to the utilization of different systems on 
the site. In order to combine the different 
sale items, I will have to solve several system 
design issues. It will also be imperative to not 
omit information but focus on hierarchy to 
get the most pertinent information out.

Though my goal is to combine the sales 
items into one unified shop. This has proven 
to be at odds with Rusty’s own goals as he 
as become well acquainted with his current 
toolset. Another issue is in the facilitation of 
online sales as it is not a native component 
on Ochanoko nor as I will later find out 
Woocommerce.

REGISTERLOGIN

THE GROCERY CART

HEADER FEATURES

SHOPPING

YOUTUBE EBAY

PROFILE

SEARCH BAR

This should be a central part 
of the web experience

a drop down bar associated 
with profile to access user 
information.

This should be a central part 
of the web experience

ultimately we will want to 
remove the need for Ebay 
but for the time having 
access to it is beneficial

Users will want to have an ease to navigating the website. I will need to test what 
users associate the search bar with. Is the Search bar enough to let users know about 
purchase options.

RECEIPT

SHIPPING & PAYMENT

UNDERSTANDING PROGRESSION
In order to get a good design language established, I 
first needed to establish the interconnection of the 
website. The goal was to help understand the user’s 
journey through the market 

More important pages are enlarged in the diagram 
with less important pages being labeled as smaller 
boxes. 

POTENTIAL ADJUSTMENTS
Based on my analysis, some pages may be better 
combined into one, to lower the amount of redun-
dant information and dead ends on the website. The 
website currently has many dead end pages that give 
small amount of info and nothing else (mostly sup-
port info). 

It may be better to combine these info pages with 
links bringing users to that exact page section. Also I 
would like to combine the shops together to make 
the experience more liquid.

This should also help generate better SEO for the 
pages that generate traffic. I should look into other 
design strategies for building SEO.



LOGO DESIGN

FULL ART LOGO
This full art piece was selected from the logos to the right by the owner of TCA 
GAMING. This logo is selected as the main visual form for logo inceptions of the 
brand for use of web design and beyond.

when the main logo does not prove to be beneficial, this typographic form logo 
can be used to replace the full art logo. This logo can come in any color associated 
with the brand. When neither logo forms are beneficial, the typography should be in 
Semi Bold Gills Sans font.

TYPOGRAPHIC LOGO

OTHER VARIATIONS
All art variations to the right are 
rejected logo designs that made it 
to the last stage of development. All 
logo designs take an influence from 
the pokemon trading card game. The 
yellow coloring is the same coloring 
as the pokemon type. The typography 
is also taken from the type used to 
create the pokemon logo. The red 
box comes from visual ques from the 
card game with the pokeball sharing 
a visual identity with the pokeball that 
appears on the back of the trading 
cards. 

When working on the logo, I felt it was 
important to stick with the design 
aesthetics of the pokemon trading card 
branding. TCA Gaming is not a brand 
that is trying to be wholelly inventive. 
Rather, the focus is on sharing the nos-
talgic joy of opening a pack of pokemon 
cards. To be faithful with the brand I 
wanted the logo to share in that nostal-
gic feeling of opening up a pack of trad-
ing cards with friends. 

The design language comes directly from 
observations made from the pokemon series 
and games. The visuals of the trading card 
game are iconic so I wanted to capture that 
feeling with the logo of the brand.

TCA Gaming is an established company so 
it has a story to build off of. Due to this, I felt 
I had enough of a foundation to start by de-
signing a logo. By starting with a logo design 
I was able to direct the flow of the brand 
creation. It allowed me to test the waters 
with Rusty’s involvement and get an idea on 
his design tastes. 

I considered broadening the design language 
beyond pokemon for scalability consider-
ations. Rusty ensured me that would not be 
an issue. Regardless, it should remain a con-
sideration if Rusty were to ever choose to 
expand.



Ebay
TCA Gaming currently uses two websites to man-
ifest sales. One is the main site while the other is 
through Ebay. Ebay helps bring attention to the main 
website and it is a large part of sales. So we need 
to look at a way to incorporate Ebay more into the 
webpage

Online Codes
TCA Gaming also uses online codes that dispense 
immediately. However this uses a third party system. 
How can we incorporate it into the main site and 
potentially cut out the middle man.

Icons

The website needs a way to distinguish specific sales 
(online Codes, Ebay, Heavy, sales, etc.)

Landing Page
This needs to have more information. Current min-
imalist style doesn’t serve the intended purpose of 
the website. Groupings

How do we market items grouped together
under a similiar theme.

Incorporate Char-levels

Start with egg -> charizard with sales effected 
throughout site. Can I link Youtube channel to the site?

ALPHA VERSION 1
Talking to Rusty really opened my eyes 
on several design issues that I was not 
previously aware of. I initially aimed to 
create a simple elegant design with the 
site, combining several features of the 
website together. However upon further
exploration, I understand now that these 
objects cant be simply integrated but 
further systems must be built to create 
this integration.

Furthermore, even after watching Rusty’s 
videos and talking to him on prior dates, I had 
failed to fully realize what his customer base 
was and what they were looking for.  From 
what I now know, Rusty wants to get more 
information to the consumer, not less.

I will need to rework the alpha design to 
facilitate the distribution of more information. 
For the next design, I will look more closely 
to other card game merchant sites to un-
derstand the design strategies and areas of 
success.



ALPHA VERSION 2
The second version of the Alpha addresses
the issues of the first Alpha. To accomodate 
for the additional information that Rusty 
wanted, I had to arrange specific elements 
of the site.

I ended up taking more influences from more 
traditional sales sites. Still I made concerted 
efforts to keep the site simple and direct. TCA 
Gaming has a very focused sales pitch and I 
wanted to maintain that focus.

Visuals are now center focused on the shopping 
elements themselves rather than off to the side 
with supported by a striking visual piece. This al-
lows for more subtle visuals to direct the viewer.

With that said, I built the alpha with scalability 
as a consideration. If the site ever expands, it 
should be relatively easy to adjust.

Rusty liked this alpha version and cleared it to 
move to the next stage making this the basis of 
all future design elements.
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BETA VERSION 1
This first version taps into the artistry and 
cartoony visuals of the original pokemon 
card game. The color choice is influenced 
in this way. 

This design hopes to tap into the nostalgic angle 
of the card game, taking influences from the art 
of the game itself. I thought that having some of 
the rarest cards in the background would make 
for an interesting background so I tried it out on 
various layouts with this design being the one I 
liked the most. 



BETA VERSION 2
This version of the site adopts some trends 
of the original site and aims for a cleaner 
approach. Many elements are modified to 
make the site slighly more corporate with-
out abandoning the home style of Rusty’s 
brand.

For the color scheme, I went with different hues 
of blue so that users could focus their eyes on 
the products. With the first version, the decision 
on colors were made to make the website pop 
with a childlike energy.  The issue with that de-
sign direction is that it could be easy for viewers 
to be distracted by the visuals.  This version aims 
to address that potential concern. 
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#2E549B

#1F69A7

#DDE7FA

#82A4E3

DESIGN LANGUAGE PROBLEM SET

CODING FOR WEB CODES
To ease purchase experience I feel it is best to inte-
grate the Web codes into the main shop. This means 
I’ll have to cut the middle man and create a script to 
give codes when all purchases are made.

PHASES 1
Makeover for website HTML & CSS

Codes for Ebay & Web Codes will remain their own page

Integrate user account features

PHASES 2
Integrate Web Codes into the main shop

Add individualized headers for each page

Implement Avatar system 

PHASES 3
Fully integrate Ebay website into main website with 
connectivity

CHAR CODES
For implementation I need to consider future 
proofing the design.

To ensure a steady integration of the website, It will be wise to implement 
the website in phases. This will allow for immediate integration without sacri-
ficing more elaborate design features.

FINAL PROPOSAL

ADDITIONAL CODING IMPLEMENTATION
Some of the features addressed in the final version 
includes code that is not in the initial version of the 
site and will require additional scripting/retooling.

For the Final Design, I sought feedback 
from Rusty after showing him the Beta 
versions I presented. He most liked the 
first version but wanted some of the 
features from version 2 implemented.

One of the biggest hurdles I will have to get 
around is Ochanoko’s interface. I know that I 
can implement all design features using Ochan-
oko’s tools. However it may end up being more 
difficult than I originally considered.

The very design interface of the site does not 
allow for easy testing outside of live updates. So 
I will have to do a combination of offline and 
online web testing.  For this reason, to maintain 
operations I will need to implement the page in 
phases. 

Ultimately I may need to consider a different 
framework to build the website off of. I will 
need to communicate with Rusty on design 
priorities to build a ideal battleplan.

TCA Gaming’s web manager has an outdated user 
interface. I can still use javascript for the website but 
I’ll have to become more acquianted with the site 
itself to incorporate advance coding options.

OCHANOKO

HEADER ART
water color will be used to illustrate art pieces to mirror the 
art style of the original Kugimori artsyle used in the games. 

ICON ART
Icon art and buttons will use two-three tone art pieces to 
ensure the buttons are clean.

#F0C61B

COLORS



TYPOGRAPHY
I looked at the history of the pokemon 
cards when first deciding on the typog-
raphy for TCA Gaming. It turns out that 
the typography of choice in the pokemon
TCG has not radically changed since its 
inception in the late 90s. Gills Sans has 
always been a primary choice for the ty-
pographical language with Futura show-
ing up for minor subtext.

From my research I tested various typograph-
ic forms using Gills Sans, Futura, and some 
other similiar forms of Sans Serifs. What I 
landed on is a typographic form that mirrors 
the TCG in its frquency of use in Gills Sans 
and Futura but also finds its own language 
with how the site uses fonts within a typeface.
These choices are based around the arrange-
ment of marketed goods in what makes each 
product the most appealing without disregard 
to supporting text on the site. 

A side benefit of using these typefaces is that 
it makes the pages feel similar to reading a 
classic pokemon manual or rulebook. Com-
bine with the watercolor images, you really 
get the sense that this site was conceived 
during the creation of the initial pokemon tcg.

FUTURAGILLS SANS
This font will be used when typog-
raphy that is under 10pt is deemed 
necessary. Used primarily for footer 
text

The primary font used.  Used for 
titles, all headers and the body text 
with variation through use of  family 
options.  

HEADER
TITLE TEXT

SUB HEADER
Ebus coerecum morteme nos et ad is. M. Alarem fac iuscis senatis vissupie 
estatim isquodius comnirtere condium num facchus, quo vius, es,

Ebus coerecum morteme nos et ad is. M. Alarem fac iuscis senatis vissupie estatim isquodius comnirtere 
condium num facchus, quo vius, es,



FINAL PROPOSAL Marketing List
Market list items are already coded through 
the Ochanoko site. This will require more 
time in implementation

Containers
To mask parts of market item components, I 
will need to first be able to embed the mar-
ket item into the container.

Sales
marking the cart will require access to the ja-
vascript market code which may show some 
difficulties.

Quick Links

New Items

Header Art

Header The Header will be visible on all pages with 
the appropriate links and information.

Header art will be displayed above the web 
columns.

new items will be observed with a masked 
container with a horizontal view..

All quick links will display icon art arranged as 
seen to the right. Changes may be made at 
the Company’s request and upon the 
Developer’s approval.

Index Page
The information presented is what the 
Company can expect as the final deliver-
able. Minor changes such as typography 
sizes and image/column width may not 
be exactly mirror the final product

During the course of the production, the 
Company may request changes made to 
the final product. Whether these changes 
are feasible will be made at the Developer’s 
discretion. 

This final product does not take into account 
the visual form the site will take during the 
course of the different phases of the work. All 
work viewed is assumed upon completion of 
the overall website.



Search The search will appear while 
in the shop. It will appear 
abovbe the shop items

Check Out The checkout will have a right 
float to the webpage.

Cart Items all items that are purchased 
will be displayed to the right 
as shown.

Shop

the Receipt will display all information 
already presented on the website in 
the manner.

Users can see the history below oth-
er account info

On this page, the user can past a 
user image, see his/her discount level, 
check account info and select their 
address.

User Info

History

Reciept

Receipt

User Page



Boxes These pages use #1F69A7 
boxes category information.

Login/Inquiry

Char Codes

Search Items Several links will draw the user to this 
page. The various links will jump the 
user to a different part of the page.

Char Codes will be displayed as cards. 
An additional visual display will be 
made that is readily available for edit-
ing for the Company.

About



FINAL DESIGN
We ended up moving to Wordpress to 
allow for all purposed features to be made. 
The end result uses a Custom Wordpress 
Theme.

Some changes had to be made to the proposed 
design to accomodate for the new platform. 
This served as a learning opportunity for me 
with future design proposals. In the future I will 
have the platform of choice decided upon in 
the early stage of development. Fortunately for 
me, Rusty welcomed the changes to the design 
in the final stages of development.

Outside of  Wordpress and Woocommerce 
hooks and connectivity, as well as plugins, I 
programmed three functions into the site: group 
coupons and an avatar system. and the shopping 
sub section.
 
A slideshow was also implemented with the 
switch to Wordpress. Finally the site was made 
to be responsive to all screen sizes and operat-
ing systems.





Art
Additional art was made to accomodate 
site needs for individual pages. 

Avatars were made to keep the site design 
remain in a consistent asthetic. Avatars act as 
the main link button the users shop panel. In 
additiona all avatars are used for rating products 
and responding to blog entries.

I am currently under contract to regularly create  
slideshow adverts and avatars for the website.


